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reservation Notable antagonists include the
English psjcholoKist Professor H J ks&enck
who points out that there is little U am solid
experimental data indicating th"t rsj choanalv
sia is a valid method of treating or cunn0 mental
Illness Analysists respondb^ "to ing that their
sjstem is closer to an art than a craft and not
amenable to routine scientific e-tperiment The
controversy will no doubt continue for some time
to come but whatever its validity as therapy
the basic ideas behind psvchoanalysis—notably
the reatitj and power of the unconscious mind—
are bejond question and ha%e given human
bemss definite and major insights into the
greatest enigma of all—the -workings of tlie
human mind See also Section Q
Pyramidology a curious belief that the dimensions
of the Great Pyramid at Giza if studied care
tully reveal principles of fundamental historical
and religious significance The perpetrator of
this was a Victorian publisher John Taylor
who discovered that If you divide the height of
the pyramid into twice the side of its base jou
get a number very similar to jn—a number of
considerable mathematical importance Later
discoveries m the same vein include the finding
that the base of the pyramid (when divided by
the width of a single casing stone) equals exactly
365—number of days m the year Many books
have been written on the interpretation of tht,
dimensions of the pyramid none of which ha«
anv scientific or archaeological validity
Pyramidology is simply a classic example ot the
well known fact that hunting through even a
random array of nombere will turn up sequences
which appear to be significant —always
provided that one carefully selects the numbers
one wants and turner a blind eye to those that
one doesn tl
Pvrrhcnism, a sceptical philosophy which doubts
everything
Q
Quakers    See Fnends The Society of.
Quartodecimani an early Christian community
who celebrated the Easter festival on the llth
day of the month when the Jews celebrated
their Passover In consequence of the con
fusion caused the practice was condemned by
the Council of Nicaea in 326
Quietism, a doctrine of extreme asceticism and
contemplative devotion, embodied in the works
of Michael Mohnos a 17th cent Spanish priest
and condemned by Borne It tanght that the
chief duty of man is to be occupied in the con
tmual contemplation of God so aa to become
totally independent of outward circumstances
and the influence of the senses Quietists
taught that when this stage of perfection is
reached the soul has no farther need for prayer
and other external devotional practices.
Similar doetrmes have been taught m the
Moslem and Hindu religions. See Yoga
E
Racism, the doctrine that one race is inherently
superior or inferior to others one of the bases
of racial prejudice It has no connection what
ever with the study of race as a concept, or the
investigation of racial differences, which is a
science practised by the physical anthropologist
(who studies physical differences) or the social
anthropologist (who studies cultural differences)
Eacism is simply a vulgar superstition believed
m by the ignorant or mentally unbalanced and
it may be categorically stated as a scientific fact
that racial superiority is a myth believed m by
no scientist of repute See Sciences ot Man,
Section F PartV
Radiesthesja, the detection either by some
psychic faculty or with special equipment
ot radiations alleged to be given oft by all living
things and natural substances Buch as water oil
metal, etc The word radiesthesia is in fact a
fimcy modern name for the ancient practice of
 IDEAS   AND   BELIEFS
dowsmff wherebv an individual Js supposed
to be able to detect the presence ot hidden
underground water bj following the movements
of a hazel twig held in his hands Bowsers or
water diviners as they are sometimes called
claim also to be able to detect the presence of
minerals and hard though it may seem to
believe have actually been hired by major oil
companies to prospect for desert wells—though
without any notable succesaep Ihe theory of
dowsing is that all thing? gne off a unique
radiation Pignal which the trained individual
(via his twig pendulum or whatever) cm
tune m to a theory which while not backed
up bs any data known to orthodox sciences is
at leasu not too fantastically far fetched It 11
when radipsthesihta claim to be able to detect
the presence of oil water or precious met Us bj
holding their pendulum oi*r a map of the tern
tory and declare that it is not necessarj ior
them to visit the area in person to ftiid iht,
reauircd spot that the topic moves from the
remotely possible to the absurdly improbable
Some practitioners of this art state that they are
able to perform even more marvellous feats
such as determining the sex of chickens while
still in the egg or diagnosing illness b> studying
the movements of a pendulum held over a blood
simple from the <nck individual Sucu claims
when put to simple scientific test ha\e almost
mtanablj turned out as fiascos \et behet in
dowsing water divining and the like 13 btill
very widespread
There is an important link between radi
esthteia and the pseudo science of rodwiios
•which holds th.it the twig or pendulum can be
superseded by complicated equipment built
vaguely according to electronic principles A
tvpical radiomc device consists of a box covered
with knobs dials etc by which the practitioner
tunes m to the vibration given off In an
object such as a blood spot a piece of hair or
even a signature By the proper interpi etatlon
of the readings from the equipment the klness
or even the mental state of the individual
whose blood hair or signature is being tested
may be ascertained The originator of radkmics
seems to have been a Dr Albert Abrains who
engaged in medical practice using radioaic
devices in America m the 1920s and 80s The
principal exponent m this country was the late
George de la Warr who manufactured radiomc
boxes for diagnosis and treatment of illnesses
and even a camera which he believed to be
capable of photographing thought In a
sensational court case in 1960 a woman who
had purchased one of the diagnostic devices
sued de la "Warr for fraud 4ft«r a long trial
the case was dismissed the Judge commenting
that while he had no good evidence that the
device worked as claimed he felt that de la
\V arr sincerely believed in its validity and thus
was not guilty of fraud or misrepresentation
Some practitioners hold this as in some way
justifying or accrediting the science of radionics
but most observers feel that the case was more
a triumph for British justice and the right of the
individual to promote his beliefs whatever they
may be—proviusd they are sJncerely held and
do no obvious social harm
Ranters, a derisive term for the Primitive MeUio
dista (see Methodism)
Rationalism is denned as the treating of reason
as the tiltunate authority in religion and the re
lection of doctrines not consonant with reason
In practice rationalism has a double sigm
fictoce (1) the doctrine as defined above and
(2) a 19th cent movement which was given to
what was then known as free-thought,
secularism or agnostictem—ie it was in
the positive sense anti religious and was repre-
sented by various bodies such as the fcecular
Society the National Secnlar Society and the
Eationahst Press Association (founded m 1888)
In the first sense which implies a particular
philosophical attitude to the universe and life
rationalism is not easy to pin down although at
first sight it would appear that nothing could be
simpler Doesitmean the use of pure reason and
logic or does it mean, on the other hand the use
of what is generally called the "scientific
method based on observation (i.<s. the
evidence of our senses) and experiment' If we

